**Unit 1: Reference Materials and Specific Sources**

**Goal:** Exploring Topics and Research Question

1. **What topics and questions are you exploring? (Specific topics work best)**

   ____________________________________________

   ____________________________________________

2. **What **REFERENCE** books does the library have on your subject either in print or online? (i.e. encyclopedias, dictionaries, bibliographies, etc.)**

   ✫ You must find these books on the shelves downstairs or in the E-Reference section online.

   1. **Title _____________________________________ Call #_____________________________________

      Bibliography included?  [ Yes ] or [ No ] ✫Here you need to physically look at the books, or if it’s an e-book, browse through the entry online.

      Recommended source from bibliography if included: ✫Please fill in the citation as completely as possible.

      ____________________________________________

   2. **Title _____________________________________ Call #_____________________________________

      Bibliography included?  [ Yes ] or [ No ]

      Recommended source from bibliography if included:

      ____________________________________________

   3. **Title _____________________________________ Call #_____________________________________

      Bibliography included?  [ Yes ] or [ No ]

      Recommended source from bibliography if included:

      ____________________________________________

   4. In what ways can looking at the references, bibliographies or further readings be useful in beginning your research?

      ____________________________________________

      ____________________________________________